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About This Game

Have you ever faced forthcoming death?

Or have you ever imagine how it is to rush yourself just to get another minute of your life? Forge ahead, against all odds, not
knowing what’s waiting there for you and if you are strong enough to bear the suspens.

The end is getting closer. Will you manage to survive?

Startling originality, firing imagination, engaging and amazing chain of events. The simplicity of this pixel-art game entails
players to unite and cooperate in order to get higher and escape chasing them water. Gripping and full of humor. It will

definitely won’t let you sit and bore.

Water is flooding the world. Build your own way to climd higher and higher. Maybe there is a chance of survival after all. Give
yourself a try! Help those boars reach the highest level.

***

Squeakers is a multiplayer, cooperative game. It can provide fun up to four players. You can either decide to work altogether or
choose to compete with each other. No matter the way, the goal is to build the tower as fast as you can to escape rising water.

And oh! Don’t forget your cement mixer! It gives you bricks essential for your construction.
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To make the gameplay trickier, the higher you get the more diversified bricks will get. Some of them simplify your work,
another ones can ruin your well-cared for masterpiece.

- look after your building buddy. Try to rescue him whenever he felt into the water. You might need his help to create bigger
tower

- you can use either keyboard or game pad

- collect achievements along the way

- you can choose your character from six different types just to differentiate each other during playing

- define your own method of building, experiment and get better and faster. The faster you get, the more points you receive
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I read the bad reviews and thought "Oh! Sure they don't like the game for these reasons, but these are things that I would love!"
but I was wrong. The first mission has meteors falling. I read about it in the reviews and thought "Oh, that doesn't sound bad it
sounds like just a good challenge". It's not a good challenge, it's an annoyance. You don't feel good by avoiding the meteors, you
just feel terrible if one hits you (death, back to main menu)

In the first level it's a desert-like area with the meteors slowly falling, with a wavy screen that makes it hard to see properly. You
have to walk a long time to find a bridge which you can easily miss if you don't look at the map. I takes 3 minutes just to cross
it, with nothing interesting until you get after the bridge. After the bridge I got killed by... I don't know what or who.

From the other reviews I read it seems the game idea was good and it had good potential, and I say that as someone who did
make a simple top down shooter (I do a bit of programming)... the fundamentals are not executed well. Bad reviews suck and
my goal is not to offend the developer - I don't know if the dev will read this but here's my advice to you: Practice doing a
simple top down shooter with just 1 weapon, fixed movement speed (no sprinting\/walking) and add 1 to 3 enemy types.

Play with making one enmy fast, slow, high health, low health, many of that enemy type (100 at once), few of that enemy type.
Play with this and once you're able to make this really fun, those are the fundamentals. Then you can work on adding more
aspects to the game that will make it more challenging, strategic, whatever you want your game to be.

Unfortunately I cannot recommend this game in this current state.. I got this game in a bundle and tried it on a whim, the
narration is humourous and fun, the puzzles range in difficulty and sometimes can trick you. It's a nice easy paced game which
you can play with up to 4 people on one computer making it fun to compete and solve the mystery correctly and get a better
score than your friends. Totally worth the £2.99 price tag!. If your an old timer like me this game follows most of the rules of
old wizardry brings back the days of the old dungeon grinds love it and recommend it to anyone who loved any of the wizardry
series except wiz 8 has the feel of a flashplayer game quick to get into. It hasn't got the World Rally Fever table too, but it's still
a great classic pinball game. Worms themed! Awesome :-). Excellent picross with occasional minipuzzles of various types.
Helpful touches like highlighting of the cursor's row and column, faded clue numbers for solved groups, disappearing clue
numbers for solved rows and columns, and powerups. A bit more difficult than the previous Arizona Rose game; some puzzles
are impossible to begin without guessing and risking a mistake, unless one uses a powerup. And if I recall correctly, it advances
more quickly to the 20 by 20 board than the previous game does. Hint: Move the cursor while holding a mouse button to select
multiple cells (shows selection count too!). While doing so you may click the other button to cancel the selection, so it's handy
for counting cells. But be careful, a misclick can rapidly generate many mistakes!. It's a fairly tough strategy game, but quite
entertaining once you get it figured out. I prefer the campaign of course, as it allows the building up of better cards to carry over
to the next scenario.

I found some of the level 1 games just as tough if not tougher than some of the higher level games though, due to RNG. If
certain resources do not fall or are unavailable on the smaller map, where the enemies are much closer to you, it can be a very
short game indeed.

A few tips to focus on.

* Upgrade your tech levels asap with faith.
* Make 2 groups of units if possible, one to stay home and guard your home base and another to explore and defeat enemies.
* If you do not wish to keep a garrison unit, at least keep a settler in your main army or keep enough resources on hand to create
one.
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* Settle each region as soon as possible to get more automatic turn based generated resources, or attack an existing settlement
after acquiring all their items for sale. (Use a similar tactic with other places that sell items, then attack for a decent random
card.)
* Depending on what cards you acquire to take to the next map, will determine what level you should start on. You will always
start the game with 1 settler and 2 scouts. Other cards you start with may differ, if there are any at all.

Good luck and have fun.. Great addition to the Heroes VII game. The expansion gets you a new faction, the dwarves, new
campaign gameplay and most important the random map generator for the skirmish maps. Just for that it is worth the upgrade.
If you are a fan of the HoMM universe, or enjoy playing a relaxing TBS, then this game will be a great addition to your
collection, but if you're one of those 'there will never be another Heroes like Heroes III' then just go and install that and don't
bother with this or with your negativity.
Game still links to your UBI account and it's not available to buy it in their shop, only here, but links without a problem to your
original game even if you bought it there originally. Also, the whole 3rd party, playing on UBI rage is a bit unfounded, I think
it's cool that it links there and you can actually get some rewards for your achievements like the artefact pack, llama mount, hero
decals, hero footprints and the hero rainbow trail, bubble heads and pixel mode. Makes the game only more fun really, so stop
hating and give it a chance.. The game makes me sick. The colours make my eyes hurt :(

For gameplay: you´re done with the game in more or less 15 minutes. My hours are all from idling for cards.... The game is
average, good for a bit of fun and it's worth the 1$ it asks for, if you're a fan of the infinite shoot'em up genre, grab this one for
the collection, complete the achievements and forget about it.. I didn't like the overall feel of the gameplay too much because it
took away from the Fallout feel, but you get really good stuff if you beat it and the follower you get in the simulation is one of
my favorites.
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8 year old Fortnite boy gets sent into \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing outer space and murdered by robots. Lots of good things
about this implementation, but the interface is just not up to snuff, and that's a critical piece. Can't recommend. Sorry.. Hi guys
if you are interested in watching a walkthrough video I made for this game you are welcome to check it out here 
https://t.co/r7KREDmkm5

Would appreciate the support!. Recommended to me by one of my Twitch Viewers. I'm so glad they convinced me. It has an
incredible movement system and a simple and strong aesthetic. The soundtrack is a perfect match to the visuals of the game as
well. I've ran into a few parts that were difficult to pass, but the satisfaction of smoothly beating the level makes it worth it.
Please give it a try.. I loooove Tower defense games, I got this one in a bundle i think I cant remember now ive given it a fair bit
of time. after 10 hours of play I cant tell you how frustrated I am. Some of the "story" has typos, along with the fact that you can
lose the gems you earn... If you click on an upgrade ( on the menu screen ) that isnt even available it will take the gems and not
give you the upgrade ( found this out first hand ) Also when you click on the map at times to use the spells there are tower areas
that you can "purchase" for gems to have those better spots? well yah that eats up your gems as well.. Personally Im uninstalling
I wouldnt recommend this tbh... It feels cheap and very wonky.. Honestly I think that Order fo Battle: Panzerkrieg is the best
Order of Battle: World War II DLC to date. I am impressed with the new units in the game and the new maps. I can tell the
game developer (The Artistocrats) put alot of effort and spent alot of time to make this latest DLC. I have put over 800 hours
playing Order of Battle: World War II DLC's.

Order of Battle: Panzerkrieg has alot of replay value to it The maps are huge. For example, on the first campaign mission in this
DLC, I got my butt whipped by the enemy Russian units. I spent alot of hours playing that mission and I was surprised when I
got defeated by the enemy AI. I went back and played that first mission all over again and I noticed that alot of the enemy units
approached me differently the second time around. For instance, Russian paratroopers flew in Russian planes from the East the
first time I played and landed on the southeast part of the map. The second time I played, Russian paratroopers flew in from the
west and landed on the southwest part of the map. That was pretty impressive because I had to change my strategy completely
on how to deal with the enemy.

I fill like I'm playing part of World War II history when I'm playing Order of Battle: World War II DLC's. I can't wait until the
game developer (The Artistocrats) make future DLC's for this game. I think they are givng the game developer of Panzer Corps
a run for their money. I have all the Panzer Corps DLC's and I have played them all. I really liked playing Panzer Corps but I
have to admit I love playing Order of Battle: World War II more.
__________

Update

First of all I love Order of Battle: World War II and I have played every campaign so far. With that being said, I'm sorry to say
that I feel like Order of Battle: Panzerkrieg is incomplete and needed more time to be worked on by the game developer and
finished properly. In the beginning of the campaign, I thought it was great until I play the last three scenarios.

I noticed that the last three scenarios don't feel right. On the third to last scenerio, Operation Star, the scenario starts out
February 1, 1943 and tells you have 24 turns to play through the scenario. The problem is I'm only able to play until about turn
10 or 11 and then the game declares victory for you and the scenario is over with. It doesn't make any sense. How come I can;t
play the full 24 turns in the scenario?

In the second to last scenario, Kharkov Counterattack, it starts out February 19, 1943 but I noticed the ground is not covered
with snow. It takes place right after Operation Star scenario. Why does Operation Star which basically take place in the same
area have snow on the ground but not Kharkov Conterstrike? Both scenarios take place in the same month and year.
Shouldn't both scenarios have snow on the ground?

In the last scenario, Kursk South scenario, it takes place starting July 5, 1943. Why does the scenario only have the southern half
to the Kurak Salient to play? Why was the northern half left out of the game? In my opinion, the northern half was just has
important has the southern half of the Kursk salient since both halves had two large German Army Groups trying to meet and
cut off and destroy thousands of Russian troops. The Kursk campaign involved millions of both Gernan and Russian troops and
thousands of tanks and planes. The largest tank battle in the history of warfare took place during the Kursk campaign. I really
wanted to play the whole Kursk scenario playing both the southern and northern German Army Groups trying to meet up in the
middle of the Kursk Salient and try to do a massive pincer moverrment.to trap Russian troops in the Kursk Salient. I was
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disappointed I couldn't do any of that.

Getting back to the Kursk South scenario, I don't understand why the objectives changed halfway through the scenario where in
the beginning of the scenario you are supposed to attack and take the town of Oboyan but then halfway through the scenario
your objective changes and you are suppose to destroy 15 Russian tanks around Prokhorovka to win the scenario. Why can't you
destroy the 15 Russian tank and still take Oboyan to win the scenario? Obviously you would need to add more turns to the
scenario because right now it simply is not possible to do all this. I think you should add more turns to Kursk South and add a
bonus scenario to play the northern half of the Kursk Salent (Kursk North) to Order of Battle: Panzerkrieg. Or do a giant map to
play the whole Kursk salent from both north and south.

Just to clarify what I mean with the turns in the Panzerkrieg Campaign, in the U.S. Marines Campaign, the last scenario in the
campaign (Iwo Jima) has 40 turns. In the Burma Road Campaign, the second to last scenario (Irrawaddy River) has 60 turns and
the very last scenario (Race for Rangoon) has 70 turns. The Burma Road Campaign came out just before the Panzerkrieg
Campaign so you would think that a newer DLC would have more turns in the scenarios. Especially when you consider that in
the Kursk South scenario you have one of the largest land battles fought during World War II. The game developer only put 32
turns in the last scenario for the Panzerkrieg Campaign. In the last scenario you would think that the game developer would have
at least put in a minimum 40 turns because of what past DLC campaigns had. I hope the game developer puts out a new patch to
address all these problems. I really feel like this is the first Order of Battle: World War II DLC that was not done properly and
the game developer had rushed to get it out for the Christmas season. It sort of reminds of what game developers done with two
World War II games called Medal of Honor Airborne and Brothers in Arms Hells Highway where the first part of the games
were done great and then I feel like the game developers rushed through to finish the latter part of each game just to hurry and
finish them to meet a deadline.

I really lke the new video that is shown at the beginning of the game. It is very well made and gives me an idea of what is
coming in the future. It looks like we will be playing in the North African Campaign and the Normandy Campaign in future
DLC's. I'm very excited to be playing these future DLC's along with Panzer Corps 2 coming out next year.

Cheers. Gladiator: Sword of Vengeance is an okay classic game, so let’s story now.

The year is 106 AD and the Roman Empire is in terrible decline, because of the death of the beloved Emperor Trajan, and the
rise of the cruel and evil Arruntius. Because of him there have been poorly fought wars, famine, and plague hitting all the
corners of the once great Empire of Roman.

You play as Invictus Thrax a Gladiator who before Emperor Trajan death was going to be given freedom. But because of
Emperor Trajan death and the rise of Emperor Arruntius, Invictus Thrax changes of freedom is gone.

And he is soon killed in the mad tyrant’s colosseum. But this is not end far from it; the gods themselves need Invictus Thrax to
save Roman.

So like’s talk about the good and bad of the game, first the good. The story why’ll it is a simple revenge plot it nice for what it
was. The combat was nice and fast paste, but it could get a little dull at the end.

The weapons and power ups were fun to use. The voice acting was well done and I liked the executions you could do.

All right now for bad/annoying, the achievements for the game are broken accept for the story achievements.

And there are just five bosses in the whole game and they are the same boss two bosses, what mean is you fight two gods
Phobos and Deimos and the last boss being both of them.

There should have been a bit more bosses and unique enemies in the game, and I know some people that don’t know may say
that would make this game a God of War rip off.

But this game came out before God of War so adding a bit more bosses and unique enemies would have made the game a bit
better. Combat was all right but could get a bit dull in time.
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With that all done this game is an okay classic, with some fun game play, an okay story. So if you want a Hack and Slash set in
Romany times this is for you.. This game has changed for the better since it came out on steam. Adding the COOP mode really
does help with keeping me playing for longer while the PVP is fun to jump in to.
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